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ABSTRACT

In today's world, when the cost of living goes up, both parents have to work to

make ends meet. This busy work-life schedule makes people forget small day-to-day stuff. For

example, people forget about buying groceries and grains and such. Let's imagine if someone

forgot to buy chili powder and they gave none at home. It may prove to be a problem that

could have been easily avoided. In such a situation, Multipurpose Intelligent Canister can make

your life easier. Multipurpose Intelligent Canister is a special type of smart container which is

the technologically  advanced version of today's container that can be used in the kitchen,

hospitals, laboratories, etc. These canisters are capable of tracking the expiry and the exact

amount of commodity inside it and alert the user when it gets expired or depleted below a

certain level via a smartphone using loT. It can recognize voice commands from the user and

can perform different functions such as dispensing an exact amount of commodity as instructed

by the user. Standing out itself from a group of containers when its name is called by using a

LED indicator. For example, if we say `chili powder' the container having chili powder glow

up the LED indicator. The LED indicator in the canister gives visual indications of different

functions according to the voice commands. It can be wirelessly charged from its dock. We

have designed a 3-D model  in the FAB  LAB    keeping in mind the ergonomic and utility

concerns. The canister is an IoT-based model whichcan easily cormect to your smartphone.

The entire system was designed keeping in mind the futuristic look as well as the

ergonomic aspects. The figures below illustrate 2D as well as 3D conceptual models of the

proposed canister.
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2D Design of the canister
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Top view of the canister
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